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Introduction

The purpose of  th is 

brochure is to provide land 

owners and others who 

hand over their land or have

to remove their house or 

office that are required for 

the public project with some

outlines of the procedures 

to be followed to acquire 

land, the concepts to be 

based on to calculate price 

of land or removal costs of 

the buildings and other arti-

cles, or loss in business, and 

of the tax on compensation 

in general.
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Typical Items of 
Compensation

Compensation for land 

Compensation for removal
expenses of buildings

Compensation for miscellaneous
removal expenses

Compensation for lessees of
house or room

Compensation for overhead space 
or underground

Compensation for
standing trees

Compensation for loss in business

Compensation for leaseholders

Compensation for removal
of structures

Compensation for removal
expenses of movable property  
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Flowchart of the Procedures of 
Land Acquisition and Compensation

Meetings to 
explain project plans    p.6

Explanation of detailed plans 
and acquisition of lands    p.6

Setting up piles 
for site width    p.6

Surveying lands and 
examining articles    p.7

detailed process 
and construction for 
the planned project

width of land
to be acquired

Calculation of the amount of
compensation    p.10

Negotiation over 
the Acquisition of Land    p.15

Contracts    p.15

Payment of compensation 
and delivery of land    p.16

land

normal transaction price

present land lot

delivery of land

state of vacant land



Ⅰ Process of 
Acquisition of Land 
and Compensation 

detailed process 
and construction for 
the planned project

width of land
to be acquired
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The project initiator hold meetings to
explain the purposes of the project, outline
of the plan,  a t ime for complet ion,  a
method of construction, etc., to land own-
ers and the neighborhood.

On the basis of the designs, the project
initiator explains the details to the inter-
ested parties.  It also provides explanation
on the method of surveying land  and
examining articles.

In order to specify a land required for the
project, the project initiator sets up piles
into the land that show necessary extent
of land for the project.

3 Setting up piles 
for site width

2 Explanation of 
detailed plans and 
acquisition of lands

1 Meetings to explain 
project plans
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To confirm the area of land to be purchased or that of "Superficies for
Underground or Overhead Space" （SUOS）in case of constructing struc-
tures such as tunnels either in the air or underground, the project initiator
fixes the boundaries and surveys the land with the attendance of the
landowners, the adjacent land owners and the interested parties.

①Attendance to 
confirm the boundaries

In surveying the boundaries, the
project initiator asks every holder
of right to the land such as the
owners of the land, the adjacent
land and leaseholders to confirm in
person the boundaries.
The project initiator asks all the
attendants for the signatures and
seals on the confirmation docu
ments of land boundary.

②Surveying the land
On the basis of the boundary piles
confirmed, the project initiator sur-
veys the limits of the right such as
leasehold etc., in the land invoalved
in the project according to address
numbers and draws up a surveyed
map. 
The area and classification of the
land subject to compensat ion
results from the present situation
surveyed, not from the one record-
ed in the land registry.

(1) Surveying land

4 Surveying Land and Examining Articles

-
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Buildings, structures, standing trees and others are fully checked as to
type, structure, quantity and others per every owner.

①Concept of building and structure
Examination and calculation of the properties in a residential site shall be made as to
building, and structures respectively.(b)(a)

(2) Examinatin of the buildings and other articles

Building
A building shall be considered not only the substructure, pillars, roofs, walls, floor,
ceilings, doors, windows and screens, fixtures, water pipes that compose it, but also
the annexed equipments such as electricity, water and drainage pipes, sanitation.
*1   "Fixtures" contain stairs, closets, built-in shoe box and others.
*2   Main examples of equipments annexed to the building

Electric equipments:  service wiring; entry phone; air conditioner; TV antenna.
Water and drainage equipments:  rigid PVC pipes for water; liquid measures for saving
drainage; liquid measures for sewage; a solar water heater.
Sanitary:  a washstand; a water-purification tank, a tank for excreta; a bath heater; a bath
tub; a shower.
Others:  an extractor fan; a chimney; LP gas.

Structures
Equipments fixed on the land other than building are called "structures".
* Main examples of structures

a door of a gate; a fence; a lumber room; a vinyl plastic hothouse; a carport; a wisteria trellis;
a frame for drying laundry; concrete-covered grounds and steps; a water well; water pipes;
garden stones; a signboard.

②Examination of structure of the building
Buildings within the planned area for the project shall
be examined as to theirs types, structure, size and
the like to obtain basic data to calculate removal
expenses.
Structures buried in the ground such as piles of the
building on which land  SUOS are set, shall be also
subject to examination, if considered necessary.

(b)

(a)
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③Examination of structures
Structures such as a lumber room, a garage, a concrete block wall and a signboard to
be compensated shall be examined as to types, shapes, sizes and others respectively.

④Examination of standing trees
Standing trees such as garden trees shall be subject to examinations as to kinds,
height, the condition of growing, numbers and others.

⑤Examination of movable property
Movable properties, generally considered as moving parcel, are divided into interior
movables and ordinary movables and shall be examined as to a location, address and
name of the owners and others.

⑥Examination of residents
Residents who live in the building to be removed shall be examined as to the address,
names and others.

⑦Examination of tenants
Tenants of a building or rooms shall be examined as to rental term, area, rent,  premi-
um and others, according to contents of the contract with the owner.

⑧Examination of business
People who run business shall be asked to
submit the copy of final income tax return
submitted to the tax office and financial
reports in order to grasp the actual condition
of the business and give explanation of its
nature of business.

After surveying the land and examining the facilities, land owner and oth-
ers shall be asked to confirm that there is no error in the findings.

(3) Confirmation of the results of examination
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Note

land

normal transaction price

The amount of compensation such as price of land or removal expenses of arti-
cles and others in connection with acquisition of land that are required for the
public projects shall be calculated appropriately and fairly on the basis of "the
Standard for Compensation" decided by the government.

①Acquisition
When surface of the land is used for a project, "land" shall be acquired.

②Use of space or underground
In the event the space over the land or its underground is used for the project, SUOS
and others shall be established, and in the event the price of the land is recognized to
have declined due to undertaking the planned project the loss shall be compensated.
* In that event, "the surface of the land" shall be able to use as before in general.

(1) General concept on compensation for land

●●●Compensation to land owners●●●

5 Calculation of the amount of compensation

①Price of land 
The Standard for Compensation provides that
"price of land to be acquired shall be made on
the basis of the normal transaction price."
Accordingly, for the acquisition of land, price of
land shall be calculated by focusing on the actu-
al use (the present land category classifica-
tion), on the basis of the following materials
from to , and shall be determined after over-
all comparison and evaluation.
Comparison with normal transaction price to the market.
Official land prices and standard land prices announced by national and local gov-

ernments
Appraisal prices by real estate appraiser (for information)
Others (such as inspection of the spot)(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

(d)(a)

(2) Price of land (acquisition)

The present land category classification refers to the present purposes to use land; such as "land
for housing", "farmland", or "mountains and forests".
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remainingland

price of ownership interest
(ground interest)

price of leasehold interest
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In the event leasehold is established,
the land owner and leaseholder are
asked to decide mutually the apportion
of the rights on the land , then compen-
sation for land shal l  be calculated
according to the apportion decided, and
contracts shall be  made individually.

②Compensation for remaining land
If the rest of the land acquired for a pub-
lic project or "remaining land" is recog-
nized to be so narrow as to cause the
decline in price of land due to difficulty in
usage, compensation shall be also made
to cover such loss occurred from the
remaining land.

For the use of the overhead or underground space of the land, compensation shall be
calculated multiplying the normal transaction price of the land a ratio duly determined
according to the degree of disturbance to use the land.

(3) Use of overhead space and underground (SUOS )

●●●Compensation to Leaseholder●●●



●●●Compensation to Owners of Building●●●
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①Compensation 
for removal of buildings

When there is a building on the land recog-
n ized to  remove,  the method of  the
removal is determined after considering
the construction, uses and other condi-
t ions of  the bui ld ing,  the necessary
expenses shall be calculated and compen-
sated.
Typical methods to remove buildings are
"rebuilding method", "towing method" and
"conversion method".

②Compensation for removal 
of structures

With regard to structures such as the door
of a gate, a fence, a lumber room, con-
crete-covered ground or steps and others,
necessary expenses for the removal shall
be calculated and compensated.

③Compensation for Standing Trees
Calculation methods of standing trees vary
to the use or kinds of the trees.  For some
sort of garden trees,  the necessary
expenses for transplantation (digging up,
transport, planting and others) shall be
usually calculated and compensated.
For other sorts of standing trees, the nec-
essary expenses for cutting down (cutting
down, transport and others) shall be usual-
ly calculated and compensated.
* Purposes to use standing trees include gar-
den trees (for ornamental purpose), standing
trees in forest (goods), harvesting trees and
others.



●●●Other Expenses caused by Removal●●●
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①Removal of Movable Property
Movable properties involved in the
removal of building (furniture and
household effects, goods, materials
and others) shall be compensated
with the necessary expenses for
packing, transport and others.

②Miscellaneous Expenses  on Moving
For expenses supposed to be paid for the removal of buildings and others, "expenses
to look for new place", "necessary expenses for legal procedures such as notification
for removal of house", "expenses to give notice to acquaintances the move" and oth-
ers shall be compensated.



(4) Consumption Tax

●●●Compensation to People running Business●●●

●●●Compensation for Tenants●●●
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If it is extremely difficult for the tenants
to continue leasing building from the
current lessor due to the removal of the
building, ordinarily necessary expenses
to rent the same level of building as ten-
ants have lived in shall be compensated.
(for instance, removal expenses of mov-
able properties, miscellaneous expenses
on moving, premium and others) 

If there is reason to believe that a busi-
ness is required to suspend its opera-
tion  temporarily due to the removal of
the store, the following losses shall be
calculated and compensated.
･ loss of earnings during the period
requiring the suspension (loss of income
for self-employment)
・necessary expenses incurred by busi-
ness assets during the period requiring
suspension, including taxes and public
charges on business properties.
・suspension allowance for the employ-
ees during the period requiring  suspen-
sion

In the event the compensation for land acquired for the public project is paid to individ-
uals (excluding entrepreneurs) asked to remove from the land, project initiator bears
a sum equivalent to the consumption tax and local consumption tax put on compensa-
tion due to the removal, the removing person shall be compensated with taxable com-
pensation multiplied by the sum equivalent to the rate of the consumption taxes.
For a judicial person in business, the compensation shall be appropriately dealt with
after the confirmation of the state of its accounting concerning consumption taxes. 
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6 Negotiations for Land Acquisition
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Project initiator explains the transac-
tion price of land and compensation
for the removal of buildings and other
structures to the land owner and
interested parties such as leasehold-
er individually.

When the parties reach an agree-
ment, project initiator enters into con-
tract with the land owner and the
interested parties individually.
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After the conclusion of contracts, the interested parties shall be asked to file
necessary papers mentioned in the contract and the project initiator takes
responsibility to register the transfer of the ownership. 

①In the event the contracts for land without articles (a vacant lot)
After registering the transfer of ownership and delivering of the land, compensation
shall be paid in a lump.

②In the event the contracts for land with buildings and other articles
Removal of the building and other articles shall be asked to remove by the owners.
Payment in advance
After the conclusion of contract, the project initiator shall pay a certain amount
from the compensation according to the regulation settled by the initiator.

Payment of the rest ( total amount of the compensation － payment in advance)
After removal of the building and other articles has completed by the owner, proj-
ect initiator confirms the completion of removal (performance inspection) and the
delivery of land, then the remainder shall be paid.

③Other notable points
Means of payment for compensation
Compensation shall be paid through transfer to the bank account.

Deletion of mortgage and other rights
In the event mortgage or other rights are settled on the land or the building, the
owner shall be asked to delete these rights before conclusion of the contracts.
That is, the owner must deliver the land as a vacant lot.

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

8 Payment of Compensation and Delivery of the Land
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The owner delivered the land for public project preferential treatments under the
Special Taxation Measures Law shall be entitled as follows.  However, below is limit-
ed to the case that the contract has closed within six months after the project initia-
tor offered the purchase.

The owner is entitled to apply "a special deduction of 50 millions yen".

In the event the owner acquires property as the substitute of delivered estate, the
owner shall be entitled to be applied to "preference treatments of taxation for
acquisition of substitutive property".

* The compensation paid for the settlement of SUOS that exceeds one forth of the previous
prices of land shall be taxed as "capital gain".  In the event the owner shall be entitled to resort to
"a special deduction of 50 millions yen" or "preference treatment of taxation for acquisition of
substitutive property".

(b)

(a)

(a)

(1) Preferential treatments concerning taxation 
for owners in cooperation with public project



(3) Preference treatment for the offeror of substitutive land

(2) Procedure resorting to preferential treatments
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at one time

Payment of price for
substitutive land

Transfer of substitutive land

Owner of 
substitutive

land

Special deduction of 15 millions yen
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To be entitled to preferential treatments, the
compensated owner has to submit to the
competent tax office of the place of tax pay-
ment a declaration of final income tax return
described the will to apply to the special
treatments attached with "certificate of offer
to purchase and others" and "certificate of
purchase and others".

A land owner who offers the substitutive land for the acquired land for the project
shall be  also entitled to preferential tax treatment under the Special Taxation
Measures Law.  In the event the original owner of the land acquired for the project,
the offeror of substitutive land and the project initiator enter into contract (tripartite
contract), the offeror of substitutive land shall be entitled to a special deduction of 15
millions yen to the maximum.
To be entitled to the preference, the project initiator must negotiate on the treatment
with the tax officer in advance.

Please contact the competent tax office directly for details of the procedures and
contents of taxation as well as the further specific information as for whether the
compensation is applied to special treatments of tax or not.



The Japan Organization for Land
Acquisition and Compensation is an
incorporated foundation, which was
sett led with the approval  of  the
Minister of Construction (the Minister
of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
at present) in 1989. Purposes of the
Organization is to cooperate in land
acquisition or land use by the public
enterprises undertaking public proj-
ects like road construction, embank-
ment, etc., through to research, study
and calculate on compensation in
order to compensate appropriately
and fairly. 
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